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(57) A URL of visual content of DAB currently being
received, the visual content being acquired during recep-
tion of DAB and displayed, is stored. When reception
target broadcasting is switched from the DAB to FM
broadcasting that has a simultaneous broadcasting re-
lationship with the DAB service, if a URL of visual content

of the FM broadcasting currently being received is not
acquired using RadioDNS, visual content is acquired
from the stored URL of the visual content of the DAB that
has the simultaneous broadcasting relationship with the
FM broadcasting currently being received and is dis-
played.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a technique, in
a radio broadcasting receiving apparatus, for switching
reception target broadcasting from broadcasting that is
currently being received to different broadcasting that
provides broadcasting of the same contents as those of
the broadcasting currently being received.
[0002] For radio broadcasting receiving apparatuses,
as a technique for performing switching between different
broadcasting having a simultaneous broadcasting rela-
tionship with each other, in which broadcasting of the
same contents are provided, a technique, in a radio
broadcasting receiving apparatus that receives digital
audio broadcasting (DAB) and FM broadcasting, for
switching, when the reception quality of a DAB service
that is currently being received is degraded, a reception
target to an FM broadcasting station having the simulta-
neous broadcasting relationship with the DAB service,
has been known (for example, JP2013-120967 A).
[0003] Furthermore, a service for distributing via the
Internet to a radio broadcasting receiving apparatus vis-
ual content such as text and images associated in ad-
vance with broadcasting specified by the radio broad-
casting receiving apparatus has also been known (for
example, ETSI, "ETSI TS 103 270 V1.2.1 (2015-09) Ra-
dioDNS Hybrid Radio; Hybrid lookup for radio services",
[online], [Searched on January 20, 2017], Internet <URL:
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts
%5C103200_103299%5C103270%5C01.02.01_60%5
Cts_103270v010201p. pdf>, ETSI, "ETSI TS 101 499
V3.1.1 (2015-01) Hybrid Digital Radio (DAB, DRM, Ra-
dioDNS); SlideShow; User Application Specification",
[online], [Searched on January 20, 2017], Internet <URL:
http://www.etsi.org/deliv-
er/etsi_ts/101400_101499/101499/03.
01.01_60/ts_101499v030101p.pdf>, and ETSI, " ETSI
TS 102 818 V3.1.1 (2015-01) Hybrid Digital Radio (DAB,
DRM, RadioDNS); XML Specification for Service and
Programme Information (SPI)", [online], [Searched on
January 20, 2017], Internet <URL: http://www.et-
si.org/deliver/etsi_ts/101400_101499/101499/03.
01.01_60/ts_101499v030101p.pdf>).
[0004] For acquisition of visual content regarding
broadcasting that is currently being received and display
of the acquired visual content on a radio broadcasting
receiving apparatus by using the above-mentioned serv-
ice, during a period in which broadcasting that is not as-
sociated with visual content on a service side is being
received, the radio broadcasting receiving apparatus is
not capable of acquiring or displaying the visual content.
[0005] Therefore, for example, in the case where re-
ception target broadcasting is switched between a DAB
service and an FM broadcasting station that has a simul-
taneous broadcasting relationship with the DAB service
as described above, when on the service side, visual
content is associated with the DAB service but visual
content is not associated with the FM broadcasting sta-

tion, the visual content that was acquired and displayed
during reception of the DAB service is not displayed dur-
ing reception of the FM broadcasting station after switch-
ing, even though the broadcasting contents of the FM
broadcasting station are the same as the broadcasting
contents of the DAB service before switching.
[0006] Accordingly, it is an object of the present inven-
tion to quickly display, by using a service for distributing
visual content such as text and images associated with
broadcasting via the Internet, the visual content regard-
ing broadcasting that is currently being received.
[0007] The invention relates to a radio broadcasting
receiving apparatus and method according to the ap-
pended claims. Embodiments are disclosed in the de-
pendent claims. According to an aspect of the present
invention, a radio broadcasting receiving apparatus that
receives radio broadcasting and is capable of being con-
nected to the Internet, includes a reception output unit
configured to receive content from a broadcasting service
set as reception target broadcasting and output the re-
ceived content; a broadcasting service follow unit con-
figured to perform, when a reception quality of the recep-
tion target broadcasting is degraded, switching of the re-
ception target broadcasting to a different broadcasting
service that broadcasts the same content as the recep-
tion target broadcasting; and a visual content display unit
configured to acquire, when the reception target broad-
casting is changed, a URL of visual content of a broad-
casting service set as the changed reception target
broadcasting from an information service that provides
a URL of visual content of each broadcasting service via
the Internet, display the visual content distributed from
the acquired URL, and store the acquired URL of the
visual content. In a case where the URL of the visual
content of the broadcasting service set as the changed
reception target broadcasting is not acquired from the
information service when the reception target broadcast-
ing is changed, the visual content display unit displays
visual content distributed from a URL of visual content
of a different broadcasting service stored when the dif-
ferent broadcasting service that broadcasts the same
content as the broadcasting service set as the changed
reception target broadcasting is the reception target
broadcasting.
[0008] According to an embodiment of the radio broad-
casting receiving apparatus, in the case where the URL
of the visual content of the broadcasting service set as
the changed reception target broadcasting is acquired
from the information service when the reception target
broadcasting is changed, the visual content display unit
may display the visual content distributed from the ac-
quired URL, and store the acquired URL of the visual
content in association with identification of the broadcast-
ing service set as the changed reception target broad-
casting. When the broadcasting service follow unit
switches the reception target broadcasting to a different
broadcasting service that broadcasts the same content
as the reception target broadcasting, the visual content
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display unit may store identification of the broadcasting
service as the switched reception target broadcasting in
association with identification of the broadcasting service
as the original reception target broadcasting before the
switching of the reception target broadcasting. In a case
where the URL of the visual content of the broadcasting
service set as the changed reception target broadcasting
is not acquired from the information service when the
reception target broadcasting is changed, the visual con-
tent display unit may display visual content distributed
from a URL of visual content stored in association with
identification of a different broadcasting service stored in
association with the identification of the broadcasting
service set as the changed reception target broadcasting.
[0009] Furthermore, according to another aspect of the
present invention, a radio broadcasting receiving appa-
ratus that receives digital radio broadcasting and analog
radio broadcasting and is capable being connected to
the Internet, includes a reception output unit configured
to receive content from a broadcasting service set as
reception target broadcasting out of a broadcasting serv-
ice of the digital radio broadcasting and a broadcasting
service of the analog radio broadcasting and output the
received content; a broadcasting service follow unit con-
figured to perform, in a case where the reception target
broadcasting is a broadcasting service of the digital radio
broadcasting, when a reception quality of the reception
target broadcasting is degraded, if no different broad-
casting service of the digital radio broadcasting that
broadcasts the same content as the reception target
broadcasting exists but a broadcasting service of the an-
alog radio broadcasting that broadcasts the same con-
tent as the reception target broadcasting exists, switching
of the reception target broadcasting to the broadcasting
service of the analog radio broadcasting that broadcasts
the same content as the reception target broadcasting;
and a visual content display unit configured to acquire,
when the reception target broadcasting is changed to a
broadcasting service of the digital radio broadcasting, a
URL of visual content of the broadcasting service set as
the changed reception target broadcasting from an infor-
mation service that provides a URL of visual content of
each broadcasting service via the Internet, display the
visual content distributed from the acquired URL, and
store the acquired URL of the visual content. When the
reception target broadcasting is changed to a broadcast-
ing service of the analog radio broadcasting, the visual
content display unit displays visual content distributed
from a URL of visual content of a broadcasting service
of the digital radio broadcasting acquired from the infor-
mation service and stored when the broadcasting service
of the digital radio broadcasting that broadcasts the same
content as the broadcasting service as the changed re-
ception target broadcasting is the reception target broad-
casting.
[0010] In the radio broadcasting receiving apparatus,
the digital radio broadcasting may be digital audio broad-
casting, and the analog radio broadcasting may be FM

broadcasting.
[0011] In the radio broadcasting receiving apparatus,
the information service may be a service conforming to
RadioDNS standards.
[0012] In the radio broadcasting receiving apparatus,
the radio broadcasting receiving apparatus may be an
in-vehicle radio broadcasting receiving apparatus mount-
ed in an automobile.
[0013] In the case where the radio broadcasting re-
ceiving apparatus described above cannot acquire a URL
of visual content of reception target broadcasting from
an information service, the radio broadcasting receiving
apparatus displays visual content distributed from a URL
of visual content of a different broadcasting service
stored when the different broadcasting service that
broadcasts the same content as the reception target
broadcasting is the reception target broadcasting, that
is, a URL of visual content of a different broadcasting
service that broadcasts the same content as the recep-
tion target.
[0014] Visual content of a different broadcasting serv-
ice that broadcasts the same content as reception target
broadcasting is visual content that is also related to the
reception target broadcasting.
[0015] Therefore, according to the present invention,
even during reception and output of a broadcasting serv-
ice for which a URL of visual content is not provided by
an information service, visual content regarding the
broadcasting service may be acquired and displayed.
[0016] As described above, according to the present
invention, visual content regarding broadcasting current-
ly being received may be quickly displayed using a serv-
ice that distributes visual content such as text and images
associated with broadcasting via the Internet.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a radio broadcasting system according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a radio broadcasting receiving apparatus accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating a simultaneous broad-
casting management table according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a DAB follow process
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;

Fig. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an FM broadcasting
follow process according to an embodiment of the
present invention;

Fig. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a visual content dis-
play process according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
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Fig. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a simultaneous broad-
casting registration process according to an embod-
iment of the present invention; and

Fig. 8 is a diagram illustrating an example of an op-
eration of a radio broadcasting receiving apparatus
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.

[0017] Embodiments of the present invention will be
described below.
[0018] Fig. 1 illustrates a configuration of a radio broad-
casting system according to an embodiment.
[0019] As illustrated in Fig. 1, a radio broadcasting re-
ceiving apparatus 1 is mounted in automobiles, and re-
ceives digital audio broadcasting (DAB) and FM broad-
casting from broadcasting stations 2.
[0020] Furthermore, the radio broadcasting receiving
apparatus 1 includes a function of being connected to
the Internet 3.
[0021] DAB services and FM broadcasting stations will
be generically referred to as "broadcasting services". A
provider server 4 that distributes, for each broadcasting
service, visual content such as text and images regarding
the broadcasting service and provides, using a specific
URL, information of a visual content URL of visual content
to be distributed, is arranged on the Internet 3. A provider
server 4 that distributes visual content may be different
from a provider server 4 that provides information of a
visual content URL.
[0022] Hereinafter, for convenience, explanation will
be provided such that a URL representing the location
of information of the above-mentioned visual content
URL on the Internet 3 will be referred to as a "link URL".
[0023] Furthermore, on the Internet 3, a RadioDNS 5
that provides a link URL representing the location of in-
formation of a visual content URL of visual content of
each broadcasting service is arranged. Visual content of
each broadcasting service includes, for example, text
and images (a broadcasting station’s logo, artwork of a
musical piece currently being broadcasted, and the like).
[0024] Fig. 2 illustrates a configuration of the radio
broadcasting receiving apparatus 1.
[0025] As illustrated in Fig. 2, the radio broadcasting
receiving apparatus 1 includes a mobile communication
device 111 that performs mobile communication, a DAB
tuner 112 that receives DAB from the broadcasting sta-
tion 2 and outputs the received sound, and an FM tuner
113 that receives FM broadcasting from the broadcasting
station 2 and outputs the received sound.
[0026] The radio broadcasting receiving apparatus 1
also includes an input device 114, a display device 115,
a storage device 116, a selector 117 that selects one of
sound output from the DAB tuner 112 and sound output
from the FM tuner 113 and outputs the selected sound,
an amplifier 118 that amplifies sound output from the se-
lector 117 and outputs the amplified sound, a speaker
119 that is driven in accordance with a sound signal out-

put from the amplifier 118 and outputs the sound, and a
controller 120 that controls each unit of the radio broad-
casting receiving apparatus 1.
[0027] Fig. 3 illustrates a simultaneous broadcasting
management table stored in the storage device 116 in
an embodiment.
[0028] As illustrated in Fig. 3, the simultaneous broad-
casting management table may include a plurality of en-
tries (rows in Fig. 3) in which DAB identification informa-
tion indicating identification of a DAB service, FM broad-
casting identification information indicating identification
of an FM broadcasting station, a visual content URL, and
an update time are registered.
[0029] DAB identification information and FM broad-
casting identification information in the same entry rep-
resent identification of a DAB service and identification
of an FM broadcasting station that have a simultaneous
broadcasting relationship with each other. Furthermore,
a visual content URL represents a visual content URL
representing the location on the Internet (on the provider
server 4) of visual content of a DAB service represented
by DAB identification information of the same entry or an
FM broadcasting station represented by FM broadcast-
ing identification information of the same entry. Further-
more, the update time represents the date and time at
which the entry was updated.
[0030] In this embodiment, a country code, an ensem-
ble identifier EID, a service identifier SID, a service com-
ponent identifier SIDS, and the like of a DAB service may
be used as DAB identification information. Furthermore,
a country code, a program identifier PI, and frequency of
an FM broadcasting station may be used as FM broad-
casting identification information. FM broadcasting iden-
tification information always includes a program identifier
PI.
[0031] In the radio broadcasting receiving apparatus 1
having the configuration described above, when an in-
struction to receive a specific DAB service is issued by
a user, the controller 120 sets the DAB service as recep-
tion target broadcasting, causes the DAB tuner 112 to
start to receive the reception target broadcasting, and
causes the selector 117 to select sound output from the
DAB tuner 112, so that the sound received through the
reception target broadcasting is output from the speaker
119. Furthermore, when an instruction to receive a spe-
cific FM broadcasting station is issued by a user, the con-
troller 120 sets the FM broadcasting station as reception
target broadcasting, causes the FM tuner 113 to start to
receive the reception target broadcasting, and causes
the selector 117 to select sound output from the FM tuner
113, so that the sound received through the reception
target broadcasting is output from the speaker 119.
[0032] Service linking information that the DAB tuner
112 receives in a DAB service represents, for each pro-
gram, identification of a DAB service and an FM broad-
casting station having the simultaneous broadcasting re-
lationship with each other that broadcasts the program.
[0033] Furthermore, a DAB service that broadcasts
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certain contents and an FM broadcasting station that
broadcasts a program of a PI that matches the SID of
the DAB service have the simultaneous broadcasting re-
lationship with each other, and the FM broadcasting sta-
tion broadcasts a program of the same contents as those
broadcasted by the DAB service. The PI of an FM broad-
casting station is received by the FM tuner 113, along
with sound of the FM broadcasting by a radio data system
(RDS) broadcasted by the FM broadcasting station.
[0034] Furthermore, an AF list received by an RDS of
FM broadcasting represents the frequency of other FM
broadcasting that is broadcasting a program of the same
PI.
[0035] Next, the controller 120 may access the Radi-
oDNS 5 via the mobile communication device 111 to ac-
quire a link URL representing the location of information
of a visual content URL of visual content of a desired
broadcasting service (a DAB service or an FM broad-
casting station) and acquire information of a visual con-
tent URL of the visual content of the desired broadcasting
service from the acquired link URL.
[0036] However, the RadioDNS 5 does not provide a
link URL for all broadcasting services. The RadioDNS 5
provides only a link URL representing the location of in-
formation of a visual content URL of visual content of a
broadcasting service whose link URL is registered in ad-
vance in the RadioDNS 5 in association with identification
information of the broadcasting service.
[0037] That is, in the radio broadcasting receiving ap-
paratus 1, the controller 120 may not acquire a link URL
representing the location of information of a visual con-
tent URL of visual content of some broadcasting services
from the RadioDNS 5.
[0038] During a period in which a DAB service is set
as reception target broadcasting, the controller 120 per-
forms a DAB follow process.
[0039] Fig. 4 illustrates a procedure of a DAB follow
process.
[0040] As illustrated in Fig. 4, in the DAB follow proc-
ess, the controller 120 monitors degradation of the re-
ception quality of DAB at the DAB tuner 112 (step 402).
[0041] When the reception quality is degraded, the
controller 120 determines whether or not a different re-
ceivable DAB service that has a simultaneous broadcast-
ing relationship with a DAB service as reception target
broadcasting currently being received by the DAB tuner
112 exists (step 404). In the case where a different re-
ceivable DAB service that has the simultaneous broad-
casting relationship with the DAB service currently being
received exists, the controller 120 switches the reception
target broadcasting to the different receivable DAB serv-
ice, and causes the DAB tuner 112 to start to receive the
switched reception target broadcasting, so that sound
received through the switched reception target broad-
casting is output from the speaker 119 (step 406). Then,
the process returns to the processing of step 402.
[0042] A different DAB service that has the simultane-
ous broadcasting relationship with a DAB service as re-

ception target broadcasting may be identified based on
service linking information received through DAB. Fur-
thermore, tuners of two systems that receive DAB are
provided at the DAB tuner 112, and the reception condi-
tion of a different DAB service that has the simultaneous
broadcasting relationship with a DAB service as recep-
tion target broadcasting may be detected by, during a
period in which one of the tuners is receiving the DAB
service as the reception target broadcasting, causing the
other one of the tuners to be used in the background to
repeatedly search for the reception condition of the dif-
ferent DAB service that has the simultaneous broadcast-
ing relationship with the DAB service as the reception
target broadcasting.
[0043] In contrast, in the case where no different re-
ceivable DAB service that has the simultaneous broad-
casting relationship with the DAB service as the reception
target broadcasting currently being received by the DAB
tuner 112 exists (step 404), the controller 120 determines
whether or not a receivable FM broadcasting station that
has the simultaneous broadcasting relationship with the
DAB service as the reception target broadcasting cur-
rently being received by the DAB tuner 112 exists (step
408). In the case where a receivable FM broadcasting
station that has the simultaneous broadcasting relation-
ship with the DAB service currently being received exists,
the controller 120 switches the reception target broad-
casting to an FM broadcasting station with the best re-
ception condition among receivable FM broadcasting
stations that have the simultaneous broadcasting rela-
tionship with the DAB service currently being received,
causes the FM tuner 113 to start to receive the switched
reception target broadcasting, and causes the selector
117 to select sound output from the FM tuner 113, so
that the sound received through the switched reception
target broadcasting is output from the speaker 119 (step
410). Then, the DAB follow process ends.
[0044] The reception condition of an FM broadcasting
station that has the simultaneous broadcasting relation-
ship with a DAB service as reception target broadcasting
currently being received by the DAB tuner 112 may be
acquired by, during a period in which the DAB service is
set as the reception target broadcasting, causing the FM
tuner 113 to repeatedly search for, in the background,
the reception condition of each FM broadcasting station
that has the simultaneous broadcasting relationship with
the DAB service currently being received represented by
service linking information received by the DAB tuner
112.
[0045] In contrast, in the case where no receivable FM
broadcasting station that has the simultaneous broad-
casting relationship with the DAB service as the reception
target broadcasting currently being received by the DAB
tuner 112 exists (step 408), the process returns to the
processing of step 402.
[0046] The DAB follow process performed by the con-
troller 120 during a period in which a DAB service is set
as reception target broadcasting has been explained
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above.
[0047] Next, during a period in which an FM broadcast-
ing station is set as reception target broadcasting, the
controller 120 performs an FM broadcasting follow proc-
ess.
[0048] Fig. 5 illustrates a procedure of an FM broad-
casting follow process.
[0049] As illustrated in Fig. 5, in the FM broadcasting
follow process, the controller 120 monitors whether or
not a receivable DAB service that has a simultaneous
broadcasting relationship with an FM broadcasting sta-
tion as reception target broadcasting currently being re-
ceived by the FM tuner 113 occurs (step 502) and wheth-
er or not the reception quality of FM broadcasting is de-
graded at the FM tuner 113 (step 504).
[0050] A DAB service that has the simultaneous broad-
casting relationship with an FM broadcasting station as
reception target broadcasting currently being received
by the FM tuner 113 may be identified as a DAB service
of an SID that matches the PI of the FM broadcasting
station currently being received or may be identified
based on service linking information received through
DAB.
[0051] Furthermore, the reception condition of a DAB
service that has the simultaneous broadcasting relation-
ship with an FM broadcasting station as reception target
broadcasting currently being received by the FM tuner
113 is acquired by, during a period in which the FM broad-
casting station is set as the reception target broadcasting,
causing the DAB tuner 112 to repeatedly search for, in
the background, the reception condition of each DAB
service that has the simultaneous broadcasting relation-
ship with the FM broadcasting station currently being re-
ceived.
[0052] In the case where a receivable DAB service that
has the simultaneous broadcasting relationship with the
FM broadcasting station as the reception target broad-
casting currently being received by the FM tuner 113 oc-
curs (step 502), the controller 120 switches the reception
target broadcasting to a DAB service with the best re-
ception condition having the simultaneous broadcasting
relationship with the FM broadcasting station currently
being received (step 510), causes the DAB tuner 112 to
start to receive the switched reception target broadcast-
ing, and causes the selector 117 to select sound output
from the DAB tuner 112, so that the sound received
through the switched reception target broadcasting is
output from the speaker 119. Then, the FM broadcasting
follow process ends.
[0053] In contrast, in the case where a degradation in
the reception quality of FM broadcasting occurs at the
FM tuner 113 (step 504), the controller 120 determines
whether or not a different receivable FM broadcasting
station that has the simultaneous broadcasting relation-
ship with the FM broadcasting station as the reception
target broadcasting currently being received by the FM
tuner 113 exists (step 506). In the case where a different
receivable FM broadcasting station that has the simulta-

neous broadcasting relationship with the FM broadcast-
ing station currently being received by the FM tuner 113
exists, the controller 120 switches the reception target
broadcasting to the different receivable FM broadcasting
station, and causes the FM tuner 113 to start to receive
the switched reception target broadcasting, so that sound
received through the switched reception target broad-
casting is output from the speaker 119 (step 508). Then,
the process returns to the processing of step 502.
[0054] A different FM broadcasting station that has the
simultaneous broadcasting relationship with an FM
broadcasting station as reception target broadcasting
may be identified based on an AF list received from the
FM broadcasting station as the reception target broad-
casting.
[0055] Furthermore, for example, tuners of two sys-
tems that receive FM broadcasting are provided at the
FM tuner 113, and the reception condition of a different
FM broadcasting station that has the simultaneous
broadcasting relationship with an FM broadcasting sta-
tion as reception target broadcasting may be detected
by, causing one of the tuners to receive the FM broad-
casting station as the reception target broadcasting and
causing the other one of the tuners to be used in the
background to repeatedly search for the reception con-
dition of the different FM broadcasting station that has
the simultaneous broadcasting relationship with the FM
broadcasting station as the reception target broadcast-
ing.
[0056] In contrast, in the case where no different re-
ceivable FM broadcasting station that has the simulta-
neous broadcasting relationship with the FM broadcast-
ing station as the reception target broadcasting currently
being received by the FM tuner 113 exists (step 506),
the process returns to the processing of step 502.
[0057] The FM broadcasting follow process performed
by the controller 120 during a period in which an FM
broadcasting station is set as reception target broadcast-
ing has been explained above.
[0058] Next, a visual content display process per-
formed by the controller 120 to display visual content
regarding a broadcasting service currently being re-
ceived (a DAB service or an FM broadcasting station)
will be described below.
[0059] Fig. 6 illustrates a procedure of a visual content
display process.
[0060] As illustrated in Fig. 6, in the visual content dis-
play process, the controller 120 monitors whether or not
a change of reception target broadcasting occurs (step
602).
[0061] In the case where there is a change of reception
target broadcasting (step 602), the controller 120 stops
acquisition of the current visual content and display of
the current visual content on the display device 115 (step
604).
[0062] Next, the controller 120 sends an inquiry includ-
ing identification information of a broadcasting service (a
DAB service or an FM broadcasting station) that is being
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received as the changed reception target broadcasting
to the RadioDNS 5 via the mobile communication device
111, and tries to acquire a link URL corresponding to the
broadcasting service (step 606).
[0063] In the case where the link URL associated with
the identification information of the broadcasting service
included in the inquiry is registered in the RadioDNS 5,
the RadioDNS 5 sends the link URL to the radio broad-
casting receiving apparatus 1. In the case where the link
URL associated with the identification information of the
broadcasting service included in the inquiry is not regis-
tered in the RadioDNS 5, the RadioDNS 5 does not send
the link URL to the radio broadcasting receiving appara-
tus 1.
[0064] In the case where a link URL is acquired from
the RadioDNS 5 (step 608), the controller 120 accesses
the acquired link URL to obtain information of the visual
content URL, and acquires the visual content URL from
the obtained information. Then, the controller 120 regis-
ters the acquired visual content URL in the entry of the
simultaneous broadcasting management table in which
identification information (DAB identification information
or FM broadcasting identification information) of the
broadcasting service (DAB service or FM broadcasting
station) received as the changed reception target broad-
casting detected in step 602 is registered, and updates
the update time of the entry (step 610). At the time of
execution of the processing of step 610, in the case where
there is no entry in which the identification information of
the broadcasting service received as the changed recep-
tion target broadcasting detected in step 602 is registered
in the simultaneous broadcasting management table, the
controller 120 creates an entry in which the identification
information of the broadcasting service is registered in
the simultaneous broadcasting management table, reg-
isters the acquired visual content URL in the created en-
try, and updates the update time of the entry.
[0065] Next, the controller 120 starts to acquire visual
content from the acquired visual content URL and display
the acquired visual content on the display device 115
(step 612) .
[0066] Then, the process returns to the processing of
step 602.
[0067] In contrast, in the case where acquisition of a
link URL from the RadioDNS 5 in step 606 is not suc-
cessful (step 608), the controller 120 determines whether
or not an entry in which identification information (DAB
identification information or FM broadcasting identifica-
tion information) of the broadcasting service (DAB serv-
ice or FM broadcasting station) received as the changed
reception target broadcasting detected in step 602 is reg-
istered and a visual content URL is registered exists in
the simultaneous broadcasting management table (step
614). In the case where an entry in which identification
information of the broadcasting service received as the
changed reception target broadcasting detected in step
602 is registered and a visual content URL is registered
does not exist (step 614), the process returns to the

processing of step 602.
[0068] In contrast, in the case where an entry in which
identification information of the broadcasting service re-
ceived as the changed reception target broadcasting de-
tected in step 602 is registered and a visual content URL
is registered exists, the controller 120 acquires the visual
content URL registered in the entry from the simultane-
ous broadcasting management table (step 616).
[0069] Then, the controller 120 starts to acquire the
visual content from the visual content URL acquired from
the simultaneous broadcasting management table and
display the acquired visual content on the display device
115 (step 612).
[0070] Then, the process returns to the processing of
step 602.
[0071] The visual content display process performed
by the controller 120 has been explained above.
[0072] Next, a simultaneous broadcasting registration
process performed by the controller 120 will be explained
below.
[0073] Fig. 7 illustrates a procedure of a simultaneous
broadcasting registration process.
[0074] As illustrated in Fig. 7, in the simultaneous
broadcasting registration process, the controller 120
monitors whether or not a change of reception target
broadcasting occurs (step 702). In the case where there
is a change of reception target broadcasting, the control-
ler 120 determines whether or not the change of the re-
ception target broadcasting is caused by switching from
a DAB service as reception target broadcasting to an FM
broadcasting station in the DAB follow process described
above (step 704).
[0075] In the case where the change of reception target
broadcasting is caused by switching from a DAB service
as reception target broadcasting to an FM broadcasting
station in the DAB follow process described above (step
704), the controller 120 registers identification of the FM
broadcasting station as the changed reception target
broadcasting as FM broadcasting identification informa-
tion in an entry in which DAB identification information of
a DAB service as the original reception target broadcast-
ing before the change detected in step 702, and updates
the update time of the entry (step 708). In step 708, at
the time of execution of the processing of step 708, in
the case where there is no entry in which DAB identifi-
cation information of the DAB service as the original re-
ception target broadcasting before the change is regis-
tered, the controller 120 creates an entry in which DAB
identification information of the DAB service is registered
in the simultaneous broadcasting management table,
registers identification of the FM broadcasting station as
the changed reception target broadcasting in the created
entry, and sets the current date and time for the updated
time of the entry.
[0076] Then, the process returns to the processing of
step 702.
[0077] In contrast, in the case where the change of
reception target broadcasting is not caused by switching
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from a DAB service as reception target broadcasting to
an FM broadcasting station in the DAB follow process
described above (step 704), the controller 120 deter-
mines whether or not the change of reception target
broadcasting is caused by switching from an FM broad-
casting station as reception target broadcasting to a DAB
service in the FM broadcasting follow process described
above (step 706). In the case where the change of re-
ception target broadcasting is not caused by switching
from an FM broadcasting station as reception target
broadcasting to a DAB service in the FM broadcasting
follow process (step 706), the process returns to the
processing of step 702.
[0078] In contrast, in the case where the change of
reception target broadcasting is caused by switching
from an FM broadcasting station as reception target
broadcasting to a DAB service in the FM broadcasting
follow process described above (step 706), the controller
120 registers identification of the DAB service as the
changed reception target broadcasting as DAB identifi-
cation information in an entry in which FM broadcasting
identification information of the FM broadcasting station
as the original reception target broadcasting before the
change detected in step 702 in the simultaneous broad-
casting management table, and sets the current date and
time for the update time of the entry (step 710). In step
710, at the time of execution of the processing of step
710, in the case where there is no entry in which the FM
broadcasting identification information of the FM broad-
casting station as the original reception target broadcast-
ing before the change is registered, the controller 120
creates an entry in which the FM broadcasting identifi-
cation information of the FM broadcasting station is reg-
istered in the simultaneous broadcasting management
table, registers identification of the FM broadcasting sta-
tion as the changed reception target broadcasting as the
FM broadcasting identification information in the created
entry, and sets the current date and time for the update
time of the entry.
[0079] Then, the process returns to the processing of
step 702.
[0080] The simultaneous broadcasting registration
process performed by the controller 120 has been ex-
plained above.
[0081] Fig. 8 illustrates an operation example of the
radio broadcasting receiving apparatus 1.
[0082] In the radio broadcasting receiving apparatus
1, when the controller 120 sets a DAB service as recep-
tion target broadcasting at time t0, the controller 120
starts to receive the DAB service and output sound re-
ceived through the DAB service, and tries to acquire a
link URL of the DAB service currently being received from
the RadioDNS 5. In the case where acquisition of a link
URL is successful, the controller 120 acquires informa-
tion of a visual content URL from the acquired link URL,
starts to acquire visual content from the visual content
URL indicated by the acquired information and display
the acquired visual content on the display device 115,

and registers the visual content URL indicated by the
information obtained from the link URL acquired from the
RadioDNS 5 in an entry of a simultaneous broadcasting
management table in which DAB identification informa-
tion of the DAB service currently being received is reg-
istered.
[0083] After that, when the reception quality of the DAB
service is degraded at time t1 and the reception target
broadcasting is switched to an FM broadcasting station
that has the simultaneous broadcasting relationship with
the received DAB service, the controller 120 starts to
receive the FM broadcasting station and output sound
received through the FM broadcasting station, and reg-
isters identification of the FM broadcasting station as the
switched reception target broadcasting as FM broadcast-
ing identification information in the entry of the simulta-
neous broadcasting management table in which the iden-
tification of the DAB service as the original reception tar-
get broadcasting before the switching is registered as
DAB identification information.
[0084] Next, the controller 120 tries to acquire a link
URL of the FM broadcasting station currently being re-
ceived from the RadioDNS 5. In this case, the RadioDNS
5 does not provide the link URL of the FM broadcasting
station currently being received. Therefore, acquisition
of the link URL is not successful.
[0085] In the radio broadcasting receiving apparatus
1, in the case where acquisition of the link URL from the
RadioDNS 5 is not successful, the controller 120 acquires
a visual content URL from the entry of the simultaneous
broadcasting management table in which identification
of the FM broadcasting station currently being received
is registered as FM broadcasting identification informa-
tion, and starts to acquire visual content from the visual
content URL acquired from the simultaneous broadcast-
ing management table and display the acquired visual
content on the display device 115.
[0086] Consequently, during reception and output of
the FM broadcasting station whose link URL is not pro-
vided by the RadioDNS 5, visual content regarding a DAB
service that has the simultaneous broadcasting relation-
ship with the FM broadcasting station is acquired and
displayed. The visual content regarding the DAB service
that has the simultaneous broadcasting relationship with
the FM broadcasting station is also related to an FM
broadcasting station that has the simultaneous broad-
casting relationship with the DAB service and provides
the same contents as those of the DAB service.
[0087] As described above, according to the embodi-
ment described above, even during reception and output
of a broadcasting service whose link URL, which is a URL
of information of a visual content URL, is not provided by
the RadioDNS 5, visual content related to the broadcast-
ing service may be acquired and displayed.
[0088] An embodiment of the present invention has
been described above.
[0089] In the foregoing embodiment, an entry of a si-
multaneous broadcasting management table in which
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identification information of a broadcasting service cur-
rently being received as reception target broadcasting is
registered may be deleted or made disable when the re-
ception target broadcasting is switched to a broadcasting
service that does not have the simultaneous broadcast-
ing relationship with the broadcasting service.
[0090] Furthermore, in the foregoing embodiment, in
the case where a change of reception target broadcasting
detected in step 602 is caused by switching of the recep-
tion target broadcasting to an FM broadcasting station,
the visual content display process illustrated in Fig. 6 may
proceed to step 614 unconditionally after acquisition of
the current visual content from the provider server 4 and
display of the visual content on the display device 115
are stopped (step 604). That is, during reception of an
FM broadcasting station, only a visual content URL reg-
istered in the simultaneous broadcasting management
table may be used for acquisition of visual content.

Claims

1. A radio broadcasting receiving apparatus (1) that re-
ceives radio broadcasting and is capable of being
connected to the Internet, the apparatus comprising:

a reception output unit (120) configured to re-
ceive content from a broadcasting service set
as reception target broadcasting and output the
received content;
a broadcasting service follow unit (120) config-
ured to perform, when a reception quality of the
reception target broadcasting is degraded,
switching of the reception target broadcasting
to a different broadcasting service that broad-
casts the same content as the reception target
broadcasting; and
a visual content display unit (120) configured to
acquire, when the reception target broadcasting
is changed, a URL of visual content of a broad-
casting service set as the changed reception tar-
get broadcasting from an information service
that provides a URL of visual content of each
broadcasting service via the Internet, display the
visual content distributed from the acquired
URL, and store the acquired URL of the visual
content,
wherein in a case where the URL of the visual
content of the broadcasting service set as the
changed reception target broadcasting is not ac-
quired from the information service when the re-
ception target broadcasting is changed, the vis-
ual content display unit is configured to display
visual content distributed from a URL of visual
content of a different broadcasting service
stored when the different broadcasting service
that broadcasts the same content as the broad-
casting service set as the changed reception tar-

get broadcasting is the reception target broad-
casting.

2. The radio broadcasting receiving apparatus accord-
ing to Claim 1,
wherein in the case where the URL of the visual con-
tent of the broadcasting service set as the changed
reception target broadcasting is acquired from the
information service when the reception target broad-
casting is changed, the visual content display unit is
configured to display the visual content distributed
from the acquired URL, and stores the acquired URL
of the visual content in association with identification
of the broadcasting service set as the changed re-
ception target broadcasting,
wherein when the broadcasting service follow unit
switches the reception target broadcasting to a dif-
ferent broadcasting service that broadcasts the
same content as the reception target broadcasting,
the visual content display unit is configured to store
identification of the broadcasting service as the
switched reception target broadcasting in associa-
tion with identification of the broadcasting service as
the original reception target broadcasting before the
switching of the reception target broadcasting, and
wherein in a case where the URL of the visual content
of the broadcasting service set as the changed re-
ception target broadcasting is not acquired from the
information service when the reception target broad-
casting is changed, the visual content display unit is
configured to display visual content distributed from
a URL of visual content stored in association with
identification of a different broadcasting service
stored in association with the identification of the
broadcasting service set as the changed reception
target broadcasting.

3. A radio broadcasting receiving apparatus (1) that re-
ceives digital radio broadcasting and analog radio
broadcasting and is capable being connected to the
Internet, the apparatus comprising:

a reception output unit (120) configured to re-
ceive content from a broadcasting service set
as reception target broadcasting out of a broad-
casting service of the digital radio broadcasting
and a broadcasting service of the analog radio
broadcasting and output the received content;
a broadcasting service follow unit (120) config-
ured to perform, in a case where the reception
target broadcasting is a broadcasting service of
the digital radio broadcasting, when a reception
quality of the reception target broadcasting is
degraded, if no different broadcasting service of
the digital radio broadcasting that broadcasts
the same content as the reception target broad-
casting exists but a broadcasting service of the
analog radio broadcasting that broadcasts the
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same content as the reception target broadcast-
ing exists, switching of the reception target
broadcasting to the broadcasting service of the
analog radio broadcasting that broadcasts the
same content as the reception target broadcast-
ing; and
a visual content display unit (120) configured to
acquire, when the reception target broadcasting
is changed to a broadcasting service of the dig-
ital radio broadcasting, a URL of visual content
of the broadcasting service set as the changed
reception target broadcasting from an informa-
tion service that provides a URL of visual content
of each broadcasting service via the Internet,
display the visual content distributed from the
acquired URL, and store the acquired URL of
the visual content,
wherein when the reception target broadcasting
is changed to a broadcasting service of the an-
alog radio broadcasting, the visual content dis-
play unit is configured to display visual content
distributed from a URL of visual content of a
broadcasting service of the digital radio broad-
casting acquired from the information service
and stored when the broadcasting service of the
digital radio broadcasting that broadcasts the
same content as the broadcasting service as the
changed reception target broadcasting is the re-
ception target broadcasting.

4. The radio broadcasting receiving apparatus accord-
ing to Claim 3,
wherein the digital radio broadcasting is digital audio
broadcasting, and the analog radio broadcasting is
FM broadcasting.

5. The radio broadcasting receiving apparatus accord-
ing to Claim 1, 2, 3, or 4,
wherein the information service is a service conform-
ing to RadioDNS standards.

6. The radio broadcasting receiving apparatus accord-
ing to Claim 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5,
wherein the radio broadcasting receiving apparatus
is an in-vehicle radio broadcasting receiving appa-
ratus mounted in an automobile.

7. A visual content display method for use in a radio
broadcasting receiving apparatus that receives radio
broadcasting and is capable of being connected to
the Internet, the method being for displaying visual
content, the method comprising:

a step of receiving content from a broadcasting
service set as reception target broadcasting and
outputting the received content;
a step of performing, when a reception quality
of the reception target broadcasting is changed,

switching of the reception target broadcasting
to a different broadcasting service that broad-
casts the same content as the reception target
broadcasting; and
a step of trying, when the reception target broad-
casting is changed, to acquire a URL of visual
content of a broadcasting service set as the
changed reception target broadcasting from an
information service that provides a URL of visual
content of each broadcasting service via the In-
ternet, displaying, when the URL of the visual
content is acquired, the visual content distribut-
ed from the acquired URL, storing the acquired
URL of the visual content, and displaying, when
the URL of the visual content is not acquired,
visual content distributed from a URL of visual
content of a different broadcasting service
stored when the different broadcasting service
that broadcasts the same content as the broad-
casting service set as the changed reception tar-
get broadcasting is the reception target broad-
casting.
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